Early detection of oil spill events is the key to environmental protection and disaster management. Current technology lacks the sensitivity and specificity in detecting the early onset of a small-scale oil spill event. Based on an infrared oil-water contrast model recently developed, we propose a novel nonscanning computational infrared sensor that has the potential to achieve unprecedented detection sensitivity. Such a system can be very low-cost and robust for automated outdoor operations, leading to massive offshore deployment. Taking advantage of the characteristic oil thickness multispectral signatures, we have streamlined an algorithm that incorporates 3D image reconstruction and classification in a single inversion step capitalizing on the benefits of 1 minimization.
INTRODUCTION
Offshore oil spill sensing is of the utmost importance for environmental protection and disaster management. Early detection of the onset of oil spills provides rapid first response and more time to develop a post-accident strategy. Early detection is the key to prevent the snowball effect where multiple catastrophic events lead to a major accident such as the recent disastrous accident of British Petroleum. In addition, an effective early detection system is crucial for spill events without associated explosive breakouts because these "silent" leaks often go under the radar screen. A prominent example can be drawn from the more than 5,000 unmanned oil production platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. These offshore sites are typically unmanned and unpowered. The current solution employs routine helicopter fly-bys that rely on assisted human vision, which apparently leaves out much useful information imperceptible to human eyes. Besides, these fly-by surveys can only be performed during daytime as weather permits. With thousands of offshore unmanned production platforms This work is partially supported by US NSF CNS-0905556, CNS-0910461, CNS-0953377, ECCS-1028782, NSF DMS-07-48839, ONR Grant N00014-08-1-1101, ARO MURI W911NF-09-1-0383, and AFOSR #FA9550-10-C-0108. currently in service, efficiency and effectiveness of an early detection and warning methodology demand a transformative solution. We propose a novel video-rate infrared (IR) multispectral imaging system, which aims to replace the traditional fly-by survey and achieve higher accuracy at lower cost.
Traditional IR sensors depend on thermal contrast, i.e., the temperature difference between the oil sleek and pristine water surface due to solar differential heating. However, thermal contrast depends heavily on environmental conditions. Moreover, thermal contrast cannot provide quantitative oil film thickness, which is the key to oil quantity estimation. To overcome these limitations, we take advantage of the oil-water contrast model recently developed by us [9, 10] . As shown in Fig.2 , our model predicts that the oil film interference fringes in the spectral domain vary significantly with thickness. These thickness-dependent variations are apparently lost when a broadband detector such as a microbolometer-based thermal camera is employed, because it integrates over the entire 7-14μm wavelength window. Traditionally, spectral information can be obtained by Fourier Transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy that employs a highprecision scanning Michelson inerferometer engine. Here, we propose an alternative system embodiment that does not require high-precision scanning and is more environmentally robust and significantly lower cost.
The proposed imaging system is shown in Fig. 1 , which is based on a similar system operating in the visible wavelengths, which was developed in [13] with a fixed random coded mask. We only use one shot to demonstrate the proof-of-principle of our new method. Instead of using two-dimensional wavelet transform as in [13] , TV inpainting is employed in our paper to complete the whole image. This way enables parallel computing and gains huge computational efficiency comparing to use wavelets. Another significant contribution is that we exploit the spectral sparsity in the data to recover 3D images from 2D measurement by 1 minimization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 describes the imaging system, physical models and mathematical model. Numerical algorithms and results are described in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4, respectively.
PROPOSED IMAGING SYSTEM
To explore the novel detection mechanism, a spectroscopic imaging system is needed like in [13] . In this section, we describe how to implement a multispectral imaging system. First, the thermal emission from a region of interest, represented by f s (x, y, λ) (x and y denote the spatial locations, and λ denotes as the spectral parameter). It is first demagnified and imaged to the object plane of a telescopic 4f system f 0 (x, y, λ), and then passed through a reflective pixilated spatial light modulator with a binary or grayscale reflection function T (x, y). The resulting field, T f 0 , is then imaged by the dispersive 4f system with a grating placed at its Fourier plane [6] . The field at the detector plane can be written as the convolution of the point spread function of the spectrograph and T f 0 as
Then f is convolved with the dispersive 4f system. Since the detector array sensitivity covers the wavelength range of 7-14μm, the measured quantity received is integrated over the wavelengths:
where α is the linear dispersion of the grating and λ c is the center wavelength. The above equation serves as the general imaging model in the continuous spatial domain. By recognizing that both the mask and the detector array are in fact pixelated and measurement noise is always present, Eq. (2) can be rewritten in a matrix form as
Therefore, the problem is to recover f 0 from g with the presents of noise. The recovery process has two steps: first, recover f from g; then recover f 0 by inpainting f .
MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Recovery with Compressed Sensing
According to the spectral response of different oil film thickness shown in Fig. 2 , the emissivity spectrum can be ap- proximated as sinusoid-like functions [10] . In the spectral domain, we use J sinusoid-like curves representing J − 1 oil thickness values and one representing water. We define Φ = (φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ J ) to represent those curves, respectively. For each pixel location, its spectrum can be uniquely determined by selecting the appropriate column from Φ. In other words, f 0 (x, y, λ) is compressible with respect to the basis constructed by Φ. Notice that u is very sparse in the sense that at most one component is non-zero with value 1. We can define a new matrix H 2 := HΦ such that H 2 u = Hf = g. We will focus on solving u instead of f since the former is much simpler. We formulate our problem as to find u such that
If T is nonzero everywhere, under the constraint u ∈ U , the solution u has mn degrees of freedom and the known g has mn degrees of freedom. So it is an inverse problem of inverting H 2 with a unique solution under certain conditions. However, the problem in (4) is too difficult to solve since the feasible solutions belong to a discrete set according to the second constraint u ∈ U in (4). So basically it is an NP-hard problem, and it is impractical to find out the right solution by enumerating all the possible cases (J mn in total). Moreover, the discrete nature causes the inversion to be highly sensitive to measurement noise, that is, a small perturbation in the observation can destroy the whole inverting process.
One approach is to use least-squares as follows:
Existence is straightforward, since the feasible set is finite, and if (4) has a solution, then it is a minimizer of (5). Because of the discrete constraint, linear and convex techniques do not apply directly, but the brute force method of trying all possible solutions is still unreasonably expensive. Alternatively, we can reverse the roles of the objective and constraint,
where d u(x, y), U is a Hausdorff distance [7] between u(x, y) and set U . At least (6) is constrained in a convex set and we will choose a formula to approximate the distance.
To circumvent these difficulties, we pose the recovery as an optimization model that exploits the predictable structure in the data. The sparsity in u enables us to use compressed sensing (CS) [1, 2, 3] , which aims to recover sparse data by fewer measurements than those required by Nyquist-Shannon sampling theory [5] . We will use the following 1 minimization model:
There are many advantages associated with solving (7) instead of (5). First, (7) is a convex problem and can be solve by existing polynomial time algorithms [14] . In addition, because (7) is robust against noise and therefore more practical. Furthermore, we are dealing with a nonnegative 1 minimization problem because an extra constraint on u, 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, is added. Empirical studies suggest that nonnegativity can enhance sparsity [11] . Moreover, (2) only has dispersion in the x axis, therefore every single row of the image is separable; in another way, we can solve the 1 minimizer for a single row at once. This would not change the whole problem but gain computational efficiency with parallel computing [12] . Numerical experiments show parallel computing here speed up the reconstruction process tremendously.
Recover the Whole Image by Image Extrapolation
We define S as {(x, y) : T (x, y) = 0}, the set of pixels where light is not blocked by the mask. Even if we know the exact f for (x, y) ∈ S, we have no direct information on S c since it is blocked by the mask. However, we observe some regularity in oil spill images, for example, the thickness is spatially continuous almost everywhere and typically forms simple shapes. In the discrete setting, a pixel tends to have the same oil thickness as their neighbors. So we can predict the unknown data from their known neighbors with inpainting techniques [4] . Total variation (TV) [8] based methods work very well for various kinds of image problems since it preserves important image characteristics such as sharp edges. The TV seminorm of an image u is defined as:
where u x and u y are the partial derivatives of u. Our task is essentially an image inpainting problem [4] , i.e., to fill in the unknown region in the image according to the known region. One necessary condition for inpainting to work well is that known pixels spread uniformly in the whole domain, such that any unknown pixel has nearby pixels that are known. This can be implemented by randomly choosing zeros in T . Since this is a problem in the spatial domain and has no effect in the spectral domain, it is essentially a 2D Fig. 3 . Simulated results (92% recovered correctly) on a 67 × 92 image with 30% nonzeros in T and noise (SNR=30) added, and the running time is 5 seconds.
problem. We denoteṽ(x, y) = i i × u(x, y, λ i ). There is only one λ j such that u(x, y, λ j ) = 1, which meansṽ(x, y) = j and the oil at location (x, y) is the jth kind and its spectrum matches the jth column in Φ. We use the TV inpainting model
where v| S denotes values of v restricted on the set S. The constraint ensures that the solution is consistent with the known parts recovered by the CS solver. In this way, we are able to extend the recovery to the entire image.
Algorithm Outline
Our algorithm is based on YALL1 [14] for the compressed sensing recovery (7) and a gradient descent based method for the TV inpainting (9) . Our proposed algorithm is outlined as following: 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The simulated data in Fig. 3 is based on some lab pictures. The left figure shows a 2D representative of the 3D image (f 0 (x, y, λ) ), where every pixel is classified as one of three different oil film thickness values (10μm, 50μm, 100μm) and surrounding water. Then, T (x, y) is chosen with 30% random nonzero binary elements. The middle subfigure shows the resulting measurement g, which contains Gaussian random noise (SNR:30). The right subfigure displays the recovered result, demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed method. Fig. 4 shows the comparison with different fraction of nonzero elements in T . Generally speaking, the more nonzero elements T has, the harder for 1 minimization to recover f 0 , but the easier for TV inpainting to work well. There is a tradeoff on the number of nonzeros in T . Numerical experiments show that the optimal nonzero fraction in T is 20%∼30% (Fig. 4) . Fig. 5 shows the performance with different noise levels in the measurements, and with randomly selected 25% nonzeros in T . Overall, 90% pixels are correctly classified with noise less than 5%.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed a method to detect and classify oil films on water based on the thickness dependent spectral signatures. Taking advantage of the data structure, we have implemented compressed sensing and TV inpainting algorithms to recover a multispectral 3D image from a 2D image. Even with noise added, the recovered result is fairly accurate. With parallel computing, we can work on large size of images in practice time. Therefore, our method is directly applicable to oil spill detection.
